Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) is the universally, openly standardized digital broadcasting system for all frequencies including LW, MW, and SW as well as VHF bands. Alongside providing high audio quality to listeners, DRM satisfies technological requirements posed by broadcasters, manufacturers and regulatory authorities and thus bears a great potential for the future of global radio. One of the key issues here concerns green broadcasting. Facing the need for high-power transmitters to cover wide areas, there is room for improvement concerning the power efficiency of DRM-transmitters. A major drawback of DRM is its high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) due to the applied transmission technology based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), which results in non-linearities in the emitted signal, low power efficiency, and high costs of transmitters. To overcome this, numerous schemes have been investigated for reducing PAPR in OFDM systems. In this paper, we review and analyze various technologies to reduce PAPR providing that the technical feasibility and DRM-specific system architecture and edge conditions regarding the system performance in terms of modulation error rate, compliance with frequency mask, and synchronization efficiency are ensured. All evaluations are carried out with I/Q signals which are monitored in real operation to present the actual performance of proposed PAPR techniques. Subsequently, the capability of the best approach is evaluated via measurements on a DRM test platform, where achieved transmit power gain of 10 dB is shown. According to our evaluation results, PAPR reduction schemes based on active constellation extension followed by a filter prove to be promising towards practical realization of power-efficient transmitters.
Introduction
The DRM system has been designed particularly to enable a high-quality digital transmission over the current analogue radio broadcast bands using the globally existing frequency and bandwidth plan. DRM can be used for a variety of audio contents with the capacity of integrating text and data. It also offers substantial benefits to information broadcast in case of disasters and emergencies. DRM deploys Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM) transmission technology. The DRM system specification such as transmitter and receiver structures, coding rates, and constellations has been licensed and released by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). To support robust *Correspondence: sanam.moghaddamnia@ikt.uni-hannover.de 1 Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute of Communications Technology, Appelstr. 9A, 30167 Hannover, Germany Full list of author information is available at the end of the article data transmission at different rates and channel conditions, different operating modes are specified by the DRM standard, which can be divided mainly in DRM30 and DRM+ [1] . The latter is designed to operate in VHF bands (30-300 MHz) including the analogue frequency modulation (FM) band, whereas DRM30 modes are developed to work in the bands below 30 MHz like the analogue amplitude modulation (AM). DRM30 has a variety of modes (A, B, C, and D) allowing different spectrum usage settings and is within scope of investigation. Owing to reliable and high data transmission rates OFDM is an attractive communications technology. However, a major problem of OFDM systems is that OFDM signals exhibit high PAPR and thus being subject to nonlinear effects of RF front ends. To achieve maximum power efficiency and coverage in DRM-based systems, a linear high power Amplifier (HPA) is required. However, if the linear range of the HPA is not sufficient or used inefficiently, large PAPR leads to high out-of-band emissions and modulation error rate (MER). In other words, unless the HPA is not operated in its linear range with large power backoff, it is impossible to increase the output power without violating the frequency mask and minimum threshold necessary for MER. This results in low power efficiency and expensive transmitters [1, 2] . This paper is motivated by the need arose to determine efficient PAPR reduction approaches being in compliance with system structure and constraints imposed by the DRM standard. From the practical standpoint, an in-depth investigation on the actual performance of PAPR reduction technologies has not yet been concluded and thus is the subject matter of our research.
In order to improve the power efficiency of OFDM systems, various PAPR reduction techniques have been proposed, which can be categorized into signal scrambling and signal distortion technologies. Signal distortion schemes such as clipping, windowing and peak cancellation reduce peak power at cost of reduced signal quality and usually spectral regrowth. Some signal scrambling schemes such as coding require additional bits to reduce PAPR at the cost of reduced data rate. Another group of signal scrambling approaches including Selective Level Mapping (SLM), Partial Transmit Sequence (PTS), and Hadamard Transformation either requires side information at the receiver to decode the input signal or modification of the receiver structure; thus, both are not standards compliant. Active constellation extension is another signal scrambling scheme, where the outer points of signal constellations are extended adaptively so that the PAPR of an OFDM symbol is minimized [3] [4] [5] . This method does not result in throughput and MER loss and thus is of interest for practical use in many OFDM-based systems.
The contributions of this paper are organized as follows; Section 2 gives a brief review of the OFDM signal characteristic and PAPR formulation. Section 3 presents the DRM transmitter structure and specification including criteria used to choose and to implement PAPR reduction schemes. In Section 4, we investigate the feasibility of techniques applied for PAPR reduction. Section 5 provides an efficiency comparison of all respective schemes in terms of PAPR, MER, compliance with frequency mask, and synchronization accuracy. In Section 6, a number of measurements are performed to verify the capability of PAPR reduction scheme based on ACE. Finally, the main issues of this work are concluded in Section 7.
OFDM signal characteristic
The complex envelope of an OFDM symbol in discretetime domain can be written as
where N is the number of sub-carriers and X k is the data carried by the kth sub-carrier [6] . The PAPR per OFDM symbol can be defined as
where P av = E |x[ n] | 2 is the average power of x[ n] and E[ ·] denotes the expectation. Due to the superposition of the numerous independent sub-carriers of random phase and amplitude, OFDM signals usually exhibits high PAPR values. Therefore, the characteristic of the OFDM signal in terms of PAPR distribution should be given in evaluating the performance of any PAPR reduction scheme. The distribution of PAPR bears stochastic characteristics and thus usually is expressed in terms of the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF), indicating the probability that PAPR exceeds a predefined threshold γ (Pr [PAPR > γ ]). Note that the passband PAPR is about twice of the baseband PAPR considered in our investigation [6] .
When measuring the quality of a digital signal, we can not solely rely on the analogue measurement of carrier to noise ratio (C/N). Although (C/N) measurements are mathematically coupled to bit-error rate (BER), it cannot provide us with the complete picture. Therefore, the quality of OFDM signals can be directly quantified by measuring the modulation quality via MER. MER is a figure of metric typically defined in the broadcasting industry and determines how much margin the system has before failure. Unlike C/N measurements, MER comprises not only noise but also all internal and external interferences and non-linearity impairments introduced to digital signals. MER is specified as a power ratio in dB by MER = 10 log 10
where I k and Q k are the ideal I/Q components andĨ k and Q k are the actual I/Q components of the data symbol of the k-th sub-carrier [7] .
-It is not allowed to violate the DRM standard such as making modifications to receiver structure, data rate, cell-interleaving and pilot cells.
-The quality of the audio signal has to be maintained. This means that the MER should not fall below a predetermined level [8] .
-The frequency spectrum mask is required to conform to the DRM standard. The deterioration of spectral properties should remain within a reasonable limit [9] .
-Synchronization performance should not be compromised. In other words, executing the PAPR reduction algorithms should not affect the efficiency of synchronization.
In view of aforementioned criteria, there is a limited number of feasible possibilities to integrate a PAPR reduction module in the DRM transmitter structure [10] .
Compatibility of PAPR reduction schemes with DRM system
A number of different techniques of PAPR reduction has been reported in the literature. A distinction is mainly drawn between signal distortion and signal scrambling techniques. First, we briefly outline the main principle behind these techniques. Subsequently, it is reviewed whether the PAPR reduction approaches are compatible with the DRM system requirements that the standard demands.
Signal distortion
Techniques base on the signal distortion reduce high peaks by non-linearly distorting the OFDM signal. Due to the simple implementation together with the high PAPR gains, an approach based on signal distortion has become a favored PAPR reduction technology. According to literature, the major drawback of these techniques lies in the BER performance degradation [11] . However, it is possible to improve the BER performance via upsampling and conditional filtering as reported in [6] . In the following, we provide a brief overview of PAPR reduction algorithms based on the signal distortion.
Nonlinear companding transform
Different companding schemes have been proposed in [11] and [12] , each having advantageous in terms of PAPR reduction or spectral properties. Here, the companding noise is regarded as a major problem.
Peak reduction carrier
Here, the PAPR reduction is enabled using a portion of subcarriers served as peak reduction carriers, the socalled bearing peak reduction carriers, at the cost of transmission efficiency [13] .
Random phase shuffling
This approach brings about a PAPR reduction by allocating a random phase to each subcarrier which without corresponding receiver results in a substantial deterioration of BER performance [14] .
Envelop scaling
This method facilitates the PAPR reduction by adjusting the envelope of a couple of subcarriers. However, this scheme is merely applicable to PSK-modulated signals [11] .
Clipping and filtering
The simplest approach of PAPR reduction is clipping and filtering, where the signal peak amplitudes exceeding an allowable level are clipped [6] . It should be noted that only the signal amplitude is corrected and the signal phase remains unchanged. However, such a amplitude limiting results in in-band and out-of-band signal distortion and in poor system performance in terms of MER and spectral properties. A trade-off is needed between the PAPR reduction gain and the requirements on MER. According to literature, there are some methods to combat the out-of-band radiation. Applying a bandpass filter after clipping is a simple way to reduce out-of-band distortions, although this leads to peak regrowth and affects the clipping efficiency adversely. To avoid this, one possibility is to use a prefiltering and post-clipping structure. Peak windowing is another improved clipping scheme which uses a multiplicative narrow-band window such as Gaussian to reduce PAPR with minimized out of band radiation as below [15, 16] :
where x[ n] and x c [ n] are the DRM and the clipped signal, respectively. w[ n] is the applied window function and a l the weighting coefficient. The longer the window the more samples are affected, which in turn leads to MER deterioration. Another way to perform clipping with enhanced spectral properties is the peak cancellation scheme [17] . Here, the signal peaks need to be detected first. The next step is to generate pulses which are aligned to each peak. The clipping is performed using a cancellation function which is derived from the sum of the pulses generated beforehand according to
Here, b l is the peak scaling function and w(n) represents the aligned pulse cancellation function at the position l. Ideally, a sinc function can be used as the pulse function. The efficiency of this approach depends on time and frequency characteristics of the pulse function [11] .
Using peak windowing or cancellation results in less out-band spectral pollution and better PAPR gains without a need for filtering. However, it should be noted that due to the spectral property of DRM signal shown in Fig. 1 , it is necessary to use filtering in order to met the DRM-specific frequency mask. Therefore, utilizing peak windowing or cancellation may not be fully fit for purpose.
Signal scrambling
Signal scrambling techniques differ from each other in how the signal scrambling is performed to decrease the PAPR. Reducing PAPR via signal scrambling causes no inband interferences and MER degradation. However, most of these approaches imply the use of a portion of subcarriers/bits or transmission of additional information. Furthermore, to obtain the optimum PAPR reduction gain a search of all possible combinations of the bits is needed which requires a high computational effort [11] . In the following, a brief outline of the signal scrambling schemes is given.
Hadamard transform
This approach with a requirement of applying Hadamard and inverse Hadamard Transformation at the transceiver promises a PAPR-reduction of about 2 dB without affecting the spectral efficiency [18] .
Dummy sequence insertion
As the name suggest, the PAPR reduction is achieved via a dummy sequence such as complementary and correlation sequences before inverse fast Fourier transformation (IFFT), which should be removed at the receiver side [11] .
SLM and PTS
Selective Level Mapping (SLM) and Partial Transmit Sequence (PTS) schemes require transmission of additional information as well as the modification of the DRM receiver (De-mapper) [6] .
Interleaving and block coding
Both schemes are based on similar principles to SLM and PTS and require corresponding de-interleaving and de-coding at the transmitter [11] .
Tone reservation
Here, unused carriers are deployed to generate a time signal which is added to the original signal. Effective PAPR reduction is provided if sufficient sub-carriers are available [6] .
Tone insertion
The PAPR reduction is performed here via expanding the constellation points, the so-called polar or rectangular mapping and accordingly the corresponding de-mapping is required at the receiver [6] .
Active constellation extension
This method provides an attractive solution to combat high PAPR and poor power efficiency. The basic idea is similar to the tone insertion approach, except that the peak reduction is carried out by extending the outer points of signal constellations within given constraints. Therefore, there is no need for de-mapping [5] . This approach is also advantageous in terms of spectral efficiency and applicable to M-QAM/M-PSK modulated signal. As a side effect, an increase in the average transmission power is reported in the literature, which does not matter in practice due to the limitation of signal amplitude and power at the modulator. However, such a limitation results in compression of the constellation points and thus SNR loss at the receiver. Due to the simplicity and efficiency, PAPR reduction using ACE scheme is mainly based on approaches leading to a suboptimal solution. [19] proposes practical methods of projection onto convex sets (POCS) and smart-gradient-project (SGP) for realizing ACE. The first method delivers an optimal solution towards a low PAPR but has a slow convergence of about 7 iterations. The second one provides a fast convergence of approximately three iterations to a minimum PAPR using an adaptive step size. For the DRM system, we consider the POCS leading to the optimal solution. Here, the basic idea is to extend the outer points of signal constellation with a constraint that the minimum Euclidean distance between all points is maintained. Given that the data symbols X k of an assigned constellation, the modified OFDM symbol can be obtained bŷ
where C k is the extension vector for the given sub-carrier constellation and subject to the above mentioned constraint. In other words, only the components of C k within an allowable extension area are considered. This is carried out iteratively until PAPR is reasonably minimized. In summary, the algorithm works as follows. Data symbols of a given sub-carrier X k are transformed into a time-domain signal x using IFFT. Any |x[ n] | > CL is clipped in magnitude and the clipped portion can be obtained by [n] . Using FFT c[ n] is transformed into the extension vector C k . The algorithm is iterated until PAPR is essentially decreased or a given iteration time is reached. Another issue concerns the clipping level choice being of particular importance to achieve the best PAPR reduction. Specifying the ideal clipping level is a difficult task, because this depends on various factors as reported in [19] . All methods of PAPR reduction described above are not applicable to DRM systems. The reason for this is that many of these schemes are tied to special requirements which do not comply with the DRM standard and system architecture. The compatibility check in Table 1 shows that approaches based on clipping and filtering or ACE and filtering do not violate the DRM-specific selection criteria and can be deployed for DRM systems.
Simulation results
In order to determine the most efficient PAPR reduction approach for the DRM, we tested potential schemes with real I/Q signals generated by a DRM modulator at the sampling frequency of f s = 48 kHz. We evaluated the often-used DRM30 in robustness mode B with 10-kHz bandwidth and N = 206 subcarriers, where 64-QAM and 4-QAM mapping are used for the MSC and the FAC/SDC, respectively. Both realization and evaluation of all signal processing methods were carried out in MATLAB. The performance evaluation includes PAPR, distance to frequency mask and synchronization accuracy analysis. The CCDF curves are based on 10 5 random baseband OFDM symbols. Notice that at least an average MER of about 35 dB at the transmitter side is tolerable for high quality data transmission. Therefore, the PAPR reduction is subject to the condition that the minimum MER and DRM-specific frequency mask are met. Finally, the influence of the utilized schemes on the synchronization is investigated.
PAPR analysis
For an accurate PAPR estimation of continuous-time OFDM signals, usually the signal should be oversampled at least by a factor of 4 [6] . The applied sampling frequency of DRM modulator amounts to f s = 48 kHz (approx. 5 times oversampled) and thus is sufficient enough to evaluate the efficiency of PAPR reduction techniques for DRM signals. We investigate the efficiency of all PAPR reduction schemes applicable to DRM at a CCDF of 10 −4 . It is noticeable that all parameters of the PAPR reduction schemes are adjusted specifically for DRM30 mode B. The clipping level is adjusted so that an average MER-value of about 35 dB is granted for each scheme, whereas the spectral properties of signal are maintained. As the efficiency of the ACE approach greatly depends on the used clipping level, first, the PAPR reduction performance and the induced SNR loss for different clipping levels are investigated. The evaluation results in Fig. 2 show that the best trade-off between the SNR loss and the PAPR reduction performance can be achieved at a clipping level CL = 7.8 dB above the average power, which results in a slight increase in average SNR loss of about 0.28 dB. A further point is that the efficiency of the considered methods depends on the filter design. Due to the baseband system evaluation, a real and linear phase low-pass equiripple FIR-filter with a DRM-adapted magnitude response is utilized for both post-filtering and pre-filtering approaches (see Table 2 ).
The results in Fig. 3 show that both clipping and windowing in combination with postfiltering provide low PAPR reduction gains of 14 − 9.5 = 4.5 dB and 14 − 8.2 = 5.8 dB, respectively. As supposed, the windowing scheme promises only a moderate PAPR improvement of 5.8−4.5 = 1.3 dB in comparison to the clipping approach. The pre-filtering and post-clipping issues deliver the best PAPR reduction gain of 14 − 7 = 7 dB, whereas the difference between the achievable average PAPR of 6.35 dB and maximum PAPR recorded amounts to 7 − 6.35 = 0.65 dB. The ACE postfiltering scheme provides slightly less PAPR reduction gain of 14 − 7.7 = 6.3 dB, but it offers an improved average PAPR value of about 5.6 dB regardless of the filter parameter settings, which concurrently involves robustness against spectral pollutions. Therefore, ACE is seen to have a great potential for reducing PAPR based on DRM. [20] shows that by combining ACE and clipping approaches slightly better performance in terms of quality of service or equivalent noise degradation can be achieved in comparison with the sole use of ACE, albeit at the cost of slight deterioration in the PAPR gain.
Spectral property
Another issue needing consideration is to verify whether the processed signal is within the limits of the DRM spectral mask. In other words, the amount of out-ofband distortion induced by applying PAPR reduction technologies has to be kept within certain limits to prevent DRM-specific frequency mask violations. Figure 4 illustrates the average power spectral density (PSD) of the original DRM and processed signals with regards to the default spectral mask. It should be noticed that the postfiltering has no adverse effect on the achievable PAPR by ACE and thus there is no need to exclude constellations of outer carriers to remove the out-band distortions, which in turn reduces degree of freedom for the extension and PAPR gain. According to the results the out-of-band distortions can be removed by means of an appropriate adjustment of the applied filter parameter. It is known that the amount of nonlinear distortion depends on the input back-off (IBO) given also by PAPR. It should be noticed that the PAPR values are not directly related to the so-called output back-off, which is required for a practical power amplifier to sustain an allowable level of out-of-band radiation (OBO). In fact, the amount of tolerable spectral pollution is higher for a lower PAPR gains achieved by PAPR reduction technologies as shown in [21] and this is a further reason to decide for the ACE approach.
Synchronization efficiency
How the PAPR reduction algorithms affect the efficiency of synchronization is a further important question so far left untreated within PAPR reduction studies. In this work, we mainly focus on the synchronization schemes proposed for DRM, where the receiver has the full knowledge of the pilot cell position and phase. During the acquisition phase the receiver performs a search for a known pilot pattern of each OFDM symbol by calculating the correlation between the known pilot pattern P and the received OFDM Symbols R.
To obtain a robust frame synchronization the search procedure for pilot positions can be carried out over multiple OFDM symbols N sync as below:
where 0 ≤ n ≤ N s and −F c ≤ c ≤ F c are time and frequency sample indexes used to identify the symbol position in OFDM transmission frame. Here, F c is the maximum frequency offset to be expected and N s presents the number of OFDM symbols per a frame. m is an auxiliary variable representing the discrete frequency index from the pilot index range available for the OFDM symbol in question and specified for each DRM Mode distinctly. i is the time index of OFDM symbols, of which the position is to be determined. It should be noted that M(n, c) can achieve the peak value at n and c for which the received sequence contains the pilot sequence. In order to detect the begin of the OFDM frame the merit factor (MF) is introduced as follows [22, 23] :
The merit factor gives the ratio of the main lobe to the side lobes energy of the correlation and serves as a measure of the correlation quality. Hence, By detecting the maximum merit factor MF max over all OFDM symbols the start of the transmission frame can be found. An efficient synchronization is feasible, if the merit factor reaches the maximum value at the beginning of the OFDM frame and for all other positions has a small value. In order to determine the effect of PAPR reduction algorithms on the synchronization performance, we calculate the mean squared error (MSE) between the merit factor of original and PAPR reduced DRM signals as
where MF org and MF PAPR are the MF of the original and PAPR reduced DRM signal, respectively. Table 3 compares the effect of proposed PAPR reduction methods on MF via the resulted MSE. As seen, there is no significant deterioration of MF due to the PAPR reduction. However, the correlation quality for the ACE processed signal is slightly reduced as a result of extending outer constellation points to comparable values of pilot cell magnitudes. In summary, the synchronization performance is not unaffected by the processing done for the PAPR reduction. 
Power efficiency
Depending on the coverage area, the DRM transmit power can amount to several hundred kilowatt. As reported in [24] , the efficiency of HPA can be given by the portion of supply power P DC that is delivered to the load as η = P out P DC , where P out is the average output power. Assuming an ideal linear model for HPA, we obtain η = 1 2PAPR . The impact of PAPR reduction on the power can be specified as average power trade-offs by
or
Accordingly, the PAPR reduction results in either power savings with a fixed P out or increased transmit output power having a fixed P DC . It is often desired to improve the coverage and thus P out having a fixed P DC . Based on the evaluation results of PAPR at a CCDF of 10 −4 , the HPA efficiency of the original DRM signal is about 2 %, whereas the one achieved by the most promising schemes, prefiltering-postclipping and ACE postfiltering, is about 10 and 8.5 %, respectively.
Measurements
To evaluate the transmit power gain of the ACE and postfiltering, which is determined as the most promising PAPR reduction approach, a number of measurements were performed on a DRM test platform provided by RFmondial. Measurement results in Fig. 5 illustrate the filtered original DRM signal without being transmitted over the antenna (without HPA). The result window in the upper left side of Fig. 5 demonstrates the full compliance of DRM signal with the specific requirement on the frequency mask. The signal power and distance to frequency mask are about −4 and −11.2 dB, respectively. The constellation diagram at the upper right side shows the high quality of demodulated data, which is also reflected in the measurement of SNR as a function of sub-carrier. It should be noticed that the SNR value seen at the lower left corner of the figure is measured in time domain, whereas the graphics window of SNR is the result of frequency domain measurements over sub-carriers. For channels only subject to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), SNR corresponds to the value of MER (see Fig. 5 ).
Measurements in Figs. 6 and 7 were carried out to assess the power efficiency in terms of increased transmit output power. For this purpose, the filtered original DRM signal and the PAPR reduced signal, processed by the ACE and postfiltering algorithm are fed over the Ampegon 1 kW DRM SW transmitter amplifier to the transmitting antenna and then at the receiver end, are demodulated by the DRM demodulator for thorough performance monitoring. As seen in the spectrum windows, both original and PAPR reduced signals comply with frequency mask regulations. However, we can see that the output power achieved by PAPR reduced signal is approximately 10 dB higher than that provided by the original signal and without having nonlinear distortions in the amplifier. It should be emphasized that the MER in Fig. 7 does not reflect the actual value, since the symbols modified by ACE are also considered for the calculation of MER and lead to faulty values. This is clearly to be recognized from the modulation characteristics of demodulated data in the associated constellation diagram. 
Conclusions
The main focus of this work is on identifying DRMcompatible PAPR reduction schemes and their actual efficiency in real operation. On the basis of criteria prescribed by the DRM standard, all PAPR reduction schemes applicable to DRM are determined and the underlying parameters are adjusted individually to achieve the best trade-off between the PAPR gain, MER loss, spectral pollution, and synchronization accuracy. According to our investigation, the ACE postfiltering approach provides the superior performance in terms of average PAPR value, robustness to spectral pollution, and modulation quality. The simple procedure of prefiltering and postclipping promises a superior PAPR gain in comparison to schemes based on the postfiltering structure and thus serves as another alternative to reduce PAPR. Moreover, it is possible to achieve almost equal amount of maximum and average PAPRs via this approach, which implies Fig. 7 Evaluation based on DRM test setup for the DRM signal processed by ACE after filtering and with HPA that the occurrence of non-linearities can be entirely prevented by the proper adjustment of amplifier operation range. However, the PAPR gain achieved by the prefiltering and post-clipping other than the ACE postfiltering strongly depends on the applied filter properties. In other words, adjusting the filter parameters to achieve compliance with the frequency mask results in PAPR deterioration. Furthermore, none of these approaches have any impact on the synchronization efficiency. All this taken together, both approaches are worth considering from a practical point of view for PAPR reduction in DRM systems. According to our investigations, the ACE postfiltering is seen as the most promising PAPR reduction approach applicable to DRM, which has been verified by measurements. In particular, combining the ACE postfiltering scheme and the issues of adaptive equalization of amplifier nonlinearities bears a great potential for green broadcasting and is subject of our future work.
